SNAPSHOTS

Tower Renovation Near Atlanta Emphasizes the
Outdoors in the Pandemic
Building's Owner Created a Park Anchored by an Arti cial Lawn

State Street Global Advisors took advantage of the time the building at 2002 Summit in the Atlanta area was mostly empty
in 2020 to prepare it for workers returning to offices. (Thaddeus Rombauer/CoStar)
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The coronavirus outbreak hit scores of commercial property landlords across the United
States as tenants emptied their of ces and new leasing activity slowed. The owner of
2002 Summit, an of ce tower in the af uent Atlanta suburb of Brookhaven, Georgia,
used the downtime to renovate the building and create an outdoor area designed for a
world trying to look past the pandemic.

State Street Global Advisors, which gained control of 2002 Summit when it bought GE
Asset Management in 2016, during the past 14 months tried to create an environment
that appeals to workers as they return to of ces. The building is part of the Perimeter
Summit mixed-use development spanning 83 acres near Interstate 285, a large outdoor
area that played a role in the renovation.
Like other of ce buildings across the country, the 414,009-square-foot building is mostly
empty, in this case with 378,373 square feet available. IWG's Regus is the tower's only
tenant, so the owners and their representative are aggressively marketing the building,
where oors overlook the Atlanta area.

The Mall at Perimeter Summit has solar pavilions and a large seating capacity. (CBRE)

As the pandemic shows signs of receding and companies map out plans to return to the
of ce, occupiers want options, said Sabrina Gibson, part of the CBRE team that leases
the of ce space at Perimeter Summit.
"We are seeing more and more prospects asking for outdoor workspace," Gibson said in
an email.

The landlord created a space anchored by a big arti cial turf lawn equipped with audio
and power capabilities and restrooms.
Outside, between the 1001 and 2002 Summit of ce towers, ownership is constructing a
60-by-20-foot indoor and outdoor building that can be used year-round for meetings and
events. As part of The Mall at Perimeter Summit, the all-season amenity building is
expected to be completed in the fourth quarter with high-speed Wi-Fi and restrooms.
The mall also is designed to have solar pavilions with a large seating capacity.

The Orchard outdoor amenity space at Perimeter Summit has work pods. (CBRE)

Plans call for the Perimeter Summit campus to include The Orchard, a shaded, treecovered area that has work pods as the de ning aspect of the space.
"Positioned within a grove of mature trees, the space bene ts from natural solar relief at
each of the various seating options," ownership said in its plans. "This area is de ned by
what isn't here. Some well-equipped benches are the only manmade elements."
The new spaces and upgraded tower are expected to make Perimeter Summit an of ce
environment where employees want to be and work, CBRE said.
BUILDING DATA

Building Name: 2002 Summit
Building Size: 18 stories with 414,009 square feet of of ce and amenities space
Developer: Hines
Architect: tvsdesign
Building Owner: State Street Global Advisors
Built: 2013
Property Manager: Seven Oaks Co.
Renovations: More than $10 million has been or is being invested to upgrade the
amenities at 2002 Summit and the Perimeter Summit park, including a full-service cafe
renovation that was completed in August 2020. Ownership is in the process of adding a
new tness center that has an expected delivery in the fourth quarter. Renovations of
the 2002 Summit Coffee Shop are expected to be complete by year-end.
Landlord Representative: Bryan Heller, Sabrina Gibson and Parker Nelson, CBRE

CoStar photographers capture images every day of distinctive buildings, each with its
own story. Snapshots is an occasional feature showcasing one of them.

